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When compteled in 1899 the Old Post
Office building was criticized as look
ing "like a cross between a cathedral
and a cotton mill," by New York
Times. This criticism sparked off a
seven-decade struggle to save the
building. Rededicated in 1983, the Old
Post Office is an example of the
remarkable transformations that old

buildings can undergo and the rich
possibilities they can offer.

Tours of the Old Post Office Tower

provide visitors with the history of the
building, a breathtaking vista from the
315-foot clock tower and a view of the

Congress Bells. Tours begin from the
glass-enclosed elevator on the stage
level.
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THE CONGRESS BELLS

In honor of our Nation's bicentennial

in 1976, Congress was presented a set
of English change ringing bells by the
private Ditchley Foundation of Great
Britain. In April 1983 the bells found a
permanent home in the Old Post Office
clock tower. They were dedicated as
an everlasting symbol of friendship
between the two nations.

The 10 Congress Bells range in weight
from 581 to 2953 pounds and are re
plicas of the bells at Westminster

Abbey in London. They were made at
Whitechapel Foundry which cast the
bells for the abbey four centuries ago.
The bells are in the key of D major.

The practice of change ringing
combines the disciplines of art and
science to produce a unique form of
music. Change ringing involves
continuously changing the order in
which the bells strike. The method of

producing these "changes" is precise
and requires extensive training,

practice and concentration.

A full peal, which is a continuous per
formance that takes about 3V2 hours

to complete, is rung in honor of the
opening and closing of Congress and
on State occasions, including all na
tional holidays. To achieve this feat,
the tower is host to a weekly practice
session by the bells' stewards,
members of the Washington Ringing
Society, of the North American Guild
of Change Ringers.
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THE NANCY HANKS CENTER
As chairperson of the National Endow
ment for the Arts {1969-77), the late
Nancy Hanks led a diverse group of
citizens, organizations, and govern
ment agencies in preserving the Old
Post Office Building. "Old buildings
are like old friends . . . they assure
us in times of change," Miss Hanks
told a Senate subcommittee while

testifying in behalf of saving the

building. She saw in the Old Post
Office an opportunity to promote the
ideals of the National Endowment and

"to encourage people to dream about
their cities, to consider the alternatives

before they tear them down."

Congress honored her by naming the
Old Post Office and its adjacent
plazas the "Nancy Hanks Center.




